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ABSTRACT  

The human brain is a complex and poorly accessible organ. Thus, new tools are required for 

studying neural function in a controllable environment that preserves multicellular interaction 

and neuronal wiring.  In particular, high-throughput methods that alleviate the need for animal 

experiments are essential for future studies. Recent developments of induced pluripotent stem 

cell technologies have enabled in vitro modeling of the human brain by creating three-

dimensional brain tissue mimic structures. To leverage these new technologies, a systematic 

and versatile approach for evaluating neuronal activity at larger tissue depths within the regime 

of tens to hundreds of micrometers is required. Here, we present an aerosol-jet and inkjet-

printing-based method to fabricate microelectrode arrays, equipped with high-aspect ratio µ-

needle electrodes that penetrate 3D neural network assemblies. The arrays have been 

successfully applied for electrophysiological recordings on interconnected neurospheroids 

formed on an engineered substrate and on cerebral organoids, both derived from human induced 

pluripotent stem cells.     

 

1. Introduction 

The prevalence of neurodegenerative diseases in our aging society calls for novel model 

systems to provide insights into the brain disease mechanisms and evaluate potential strategies 

for treatments in a high-throughput approach. However, the mimicking of neuronal disease for 

experimentation and research is challenging. Animals are frequently used models for the 
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nervous system. However, the ethical circumstances are usually complex, the care-taking of the 

animals is costly, and often the translation from the animal to the human organisms fails due to 

their disparities. In recent years, in vitro systems based on human induced pluripotent stem cells 

(hiPSCs) have become a powerful research tool for recapitulation of neurodegenerative disease 

phenotypes and drug discovery, allowing us to generate functional human neural tissues.1, 2  

Besides, microstructured platforms, such as microfluidic systems and scaffolds, have been 

developed for in-vitro modelling of cell-network formation and  neurodegenerative disease 

pathologies.3 These culture platforms, however, produce 2D-neuronal networks grown on flat 

rigid surfaces sometimes with substrate-integrated sensor elements and thus, lack in properties 

of a real in vivo cellular environment, which is characterized by neuronal outgrowth in 3D 

dimensions, embedment into a soft extracellular matrix, and interaction with a multitude of 

different cell types in 3D networks.4 These cues can drastically change the behavior of the cells 

such as morphology and cytoskeleton composition, neurite growth, maturation, and survival.5-

13 Thus, 3D culture methods have been developed such as encapsulation in gel, in-growth into 

stacked gelatin nanofiber meshes or multi-layers of glass microbeads, neurospheroids, 

neurospheres, and cerebral organoids.13-20 So far, the directional outgrowth of axons in 3D 

cultures was mainly achieved by controlled gradients of mechanical and chemical cues, while 

neurospheres and cerebral organoids are known to establish self-assembled core-shell structures 

and are able to exhibit larger inner and outer axonal projections.21-25 

Neural networks that recapitulate 3D features of the brain, coupled with micro-transducer arrays 

for electrophysiological recordings, would be an ideal tool for high-throughput investigations 

on neurodegenerative pathways and drug screening.2, 4, 26, 27 Microelectrode arrays (MEAs) are 

frequently used tools for research on the electrophysiological behavior of cells on the network 

as well as at the single-cell level.28-47 Fair, et al. demonstrated successful recordings of 

extracellular signals at the surface of a cerebral organoid by 2D MEA with planar electrodes, 
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which allowed long-term analyses of the evolution of the electrophysiological features 

correlated with the maturation of the organoid.48 Since the quality of the extracellular signal 

recording with MEAs strongly depends on the interface of the cells to the electrodes, the 

functionalization of the electrode tips with nanoscale 3D structures has been extensively 

investigated.49-51 However, these type of MEAs are still intended for use with 2D cell cultures 

and are limited in their possibilities to capture localized signals within deeper cell layers. Thus, 

the emergence of 3D culture architectures calls for 3D MEA systems.52 Recent effort enabled 

highly elaborate, multifunctional 3D MEAs equipped with electrical, optical, chemical, and 

thermal interfaces to record and stimulate inner or superficial activities of 3D neural tissues, 

which in turn require complex and demanding fabrication protocols.53, 54 A simpler approach is 

the functionalization of MEAs with 3D needle electrodes that can penetrate into the 3D cell 

cultures, closing the distance of the cell-electrode interface.55 Here, classical photolithographic 

fabrication methods are restricted in their use, since, for example, the production of high-aspect-

ratio needle structures is challenging and commonly subtractive etching processes have to be 

employed.31, 55-58 This complicates the fabrication of needle electrodes with varying height, 

which would be beneficial to capture signals in different penetration depths into the cellular 3D 

architectures on a single MEA. As an alternative to the classical, clean-room-based production, 

additive manufacturing such as inkjet- and aerosol-jet printing strike a possible solution. In 

these direct-writing techniques, a fast 3D patterning of functional inks in high-aspect ratios and 

varying heights is easily achieved, which gives new possibilities for MEA designs.59-61  

Previously, we have developed electrode arrays based on a conductive-polymer ink that feature 

µ-needle electrodes.61 The µ-needle electrodes were built by aerosol-jet printing, which allowed  

processing inks with a high viscosity and a high material load dispersed in the ink, and was thus 

advantageous for a rapid yet controlled buildup of µ-needle electrodes in a point-wise printing 

approach. Conductive feedlines were made by ink-jet printing, which was suitable for printing 
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flat electrode structures in a time- and cost-effective manner. Here, this method was improved 

for printing µ-needle electrodes with significantly higher aspect ratios. The electrochemical 

properties and the long-term stability of the electrodes were assessed with cyclic voltammetry 

and impedance spectroscopy to measure the capacitance and impedance per μ-needle, 

respectively. Furthermore, the developed µ-needle electrode arrays (MnEAs) were successfully 

applied for electrophysiological measurements on 3D neural networks derived from hiPSCs. 

Firstly, we have employed an array of interconnected neurospheroids, which were 

spontaneously formed in a micro-honeycomb nest covered with gelatin nanofiber scaffolds.62 

Secondly, the measurements were performed on cerebral organoids placed on the MnEA. In 

both configurations, extracellular potentials were successfully recorded, confirming the 

functionality of the MnEA for neuronal activity measurements in 3D configurations. 

 

2. Experimental section 

Reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise specified.  

2.1. Preparation of PEDOT:PSS-MWCNT Ink. Carboxymethyl cellulose was dissolved at 

0.025% (w/w) in a mixture of ethylene glycol and deionized water (3:1 w/w). Next, 0.4% (w/w) 

poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) dry pellets were 

added, prior to homogenization with an ultrasonic horn for 1 min (127.5 µm amplitude, 6 mm 

KE76 probe, HD 2200.2, Bandelin). Subsequently, 0.1% (v/v) (3-

glycidyloxypropyl)trimethoxysilane (GOPS), 0.01% (v/v) DynolTM 604 (Evonik), and 0.375% 

(w/w) carboxylated multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs, ≥95 %, OD 15 nm, length 1-

2 µm, IoLiTec Ionic Liquids Technologies) were added, and the ink was further sonicated for 

10 min while cooling in an ice bath to avoid overheating. The PEDOT:PSS-MWCNT 

dispersion was centrifuged to remove large aggregates (ROTANTA 460 R, 10 min at 100 rcf ) 

and the supernatant was used for printing. 
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2.2. Fabrication of µ-needle Electrode Arrays (MnEA). Commercial PEDOT:PSS inkjet ink 

(Orgacon IJ-1005, Agfa, Mortsel, Belgium) was modified by adding 0.2% (v/v) GOPS and 

0.02% (v/v) Dynol 604 for increasing its surface wettability and stability in water. After a 

filtering step (0.2 µm PFDV filter), the modified ink was used to print thin conductive feedlines 

at the central area of the MEA in 6 layers by a state-of-the-art inkjet-printing system (F-series, 

Ceradrop) with disposable printing cartridges (DMC 1 pL, Fujifilm Dimatix) onto a 

polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) substrate, Teonex® Q65HA (DuPont Teijin Films), at 1 kHz 

jetting frequency and a drop spacing of 20 µm. During the printing process, the nozzle plate 

was kept at 24 °C and the substrate holder was kept at 37 °C. The substrates were dried at room 

temperature and the outer feedlines and contact pads were printed with a silver nanoparticle ink 

(Orgacon SI-J20x, Agfa) using 1 pL printing cartridges, a drop spacing of 20 µm, raster overlap 

of 50 µm, and jetting frequencies of 250 Hz and 1 kHz. The substrate holder and nozzle plate 

were both kept at 50 °C. After drying at 60 °C, µ-needles were aerosol-jet printed (Optomec) 

onto the tips of the feedlines using the PEDOT:PSS-MWCNT ink. Our system uses a pneumatic 

atomizer and a pre-humidified nitrogen gas stream. The µ-needles were fabricated with a push 

flow of 15 sccm (standard cubic centimeter per minute), a focusing ratio of 1, and a 150 µm 

nozzle. During printing, the temperature of the substrate holder was set to 60 °C. The µ-needles 

were printed by focusing the aerosol stream at a fixed position for 120, 150, 240, or 300 s. In 

addition, µ-needles were aerosol-jet printed with print durations of 60, 120, 240, and 300 s onto 

a gold-covered wafer for characterization by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). After 

printing the µ-needles, the silver feedlines were sintered and the solvents of the ink were 

evaporated at 150 °C overnight. The substrates were then plasma treated (O2, 0.5 mbar, 190 W, 

12 s, Diener Femto, Diener electronic) and passivated by inkjet printing a series of layers with 

UV curable insulator inks at 1 kHz jetting frequency, while nozzle plate and substrate-holder 

temperature was kept at 55 °C. For passivating the MnEA (see Figure 1A and 1B for the layout), 
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first, a discontinuous layer was printed with the commercial insulator ink DM-IN-7003-I 

(Dycotec Materials) with a splat spacing of 100 µm and UV-cured with a dose of approximately 

0.25 J·cm-2. Second, a ring layer was printed, which only covered the areas with the silver 

feedlines (splat spacing 30 µm, raster overlap 80 µm). Third, a continuous layer was printed 

with a splat spacing of 40 µm and a raster overlap 60 µm to cover the final passivated area on 

the MnEA. The printed passivation was UV cured with a dose of approximately 1 J·cm-2. The 

height of needles printed with different duration times was measured using a laser scanning 

microscope (VK-X250, Keyence) before and after passivation and evaluated with 

MultiFileAnalyzer (Keyence).  

2.3. Electrochemical Characterization. Conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS-MWCNT ink was 

measured on electrodes with contact pads, formed on glass substrates by drop-casting and 

molding using polyimide tapes (Figure S1). A voltage ramp, 5 mV·s-1, was applied from -0.25 

to 0.25 V using a potentiostat (VSP-300, BioLogic Science Instruments) and the current was 

recorded in a four-point configuration to assess the resistance R. The length l of the conductor 

track was measured using a caliper, the cross-sectional area A was measured with the laser 

scanning microscope (VK-X250, Keyence) and evaluated with MultiFileAnalyzer (Keyence). 

The conductivity σ was then calculated using the relation 𝜎 = 𝑙/(𝐴 ∙ 𝑅).  

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was carried out on a final MnEA in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) 

electrolyte, using the potentiostat (VSP-300, BioLogic Science Instruments) in a three-

electrode configuration with a platinum-wire counter electrode and an Ag/AgCl reference 

electrode (3 M NaCl, RE-6, BASi). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was 

performed using a PGSTAT20 potentiostat (Metrohm Autolab) in a three-electrode 

configuration with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (3 M NaCl, RE-6, BASi). The data was 

recorded with EC-Lab (BioLogic Science Instruments) and FRA (Metrohm Autolab), and 

analyzed with MATLAB® (MathWorks).  
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2.4. Formation of Interconnected Neurospheroids on a Micro-honeycomb support.  

Interconnected and active neurospheroids derived from hiPSCs were spontaneously formed on 

a micro-honeycomb substrate with gelatin nanofiber membranes we have developed 

previously.62 Briefly, a 150 µm-thick, 9 mm-diameter micro-honeycomb disc surrounded by a 

300 µm-thick support ring with an outer diameter of 13 mm was made in OrmoStamp 

photoresist (micro resist technology) by photolithography and soft lithography. The side-to-

side distance of hexagonal holes of the micro-honeycomb and the frame width were 200 μm 

and 50 μm, respectively. Gelatin nanofibers were electrospun on the both sides of the micro-

honeycomb substrate, which were coated with a 10 nm-thick gold layer by a metal sputter 

(K6785X, Emitech), similarly to our previous works.62-64 Gelatin from porcine skin was 

dissolved at 15% (w/v) in a 10:14:21 (v/v) mixture of Milli-Q water, ethyl acetate, and acetic 

acid, and electrospun at 0.2 mL·h−1 from a syringe needle onto the substrate placed on a 

collector, at a distance of 10 cm under a bias voltage of 11 kV. Subsequently, the gelatin 

nanofiber mesh layers were crosslinked with 0.2 M 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) 

carbodiimide hydrochloride and 0.2 M N-hydroxysuccinimide in ethanol for 4 h at room 

temperature, rinsed with ethanol, and dried.   

hiPSCs (episomal line, Life Technologies) were cultured in Essential 8 Flex Medium (E8FM, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 37 °C and 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator, in a tissue culture 

dish treated with 5 μg·mL−1 vitronectin (VTN-N, Thermo Fisher Scientific) in PBS for 1 h at 

37 °C. The hiPSCs were subsequently differentiated into neural precursor cells (NPCs) by 

following the protocol described elsewhere with a slight modification.65 Dissociated hiPSCs 

were allowed to form embryoid bodies (EBs) in an ultra-low attachment round bottom 96-well 

plate (Corning) in E8FM for 2 days. The medium was replaced with neural induction medium 

(NIMa) composed of 1:1 mixture of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium and Ham's F-12 

nutrient mix (DMEM/F-12), 1% (v/v) N2 supplement, 100 U∙mL-1 penicillin−streptomycin 
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(PS) (all from Thermo Fisher Scientific), and 2 μg·mL−1 heparin (Stemcell Technologies). After 

4 days of culture in NIMa, EBs were transferred on a tissue culture plate treated with 20 

μg·mL−1 laminin in PBS for 1 h at 37 °C, and further cultured in NIMa for 7 days to generate 

pre-NPCs. Pre-NPCs were then cultured in neural precursor medium (NPM) composed of 

DMEM/F12 supplemented with 1% (v/v) N2, 2% (v/v) B27 minus vitamin A (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific), 1 μg·mL−1 laminin, 20 ng·mL−1 basic fibroblast growth factor (Stemcell 

Technologies), and 100 U·mL−1 PS. The medium was renewed every other day, and cells were 

subcultured in a dish treated with 1% (v/v) Geltrex (LDEV-free, reduced growth factor, Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) in DMEM/F-12 medium for 1 h at 37 °C. After five passages, cells were 

considered as NPCs and cryopreserved when necessary.  

After being plasma treated (air plasma, Harrick PDC-002 equipped with a PDC-FMG 

PlasmaFlo) at ca. 70 Pa for 2 min and sterilized, the micro-honeycomb scaffold, covered with 

two separate layers of gelatin nanofiber mesh, was treated with 100 μg·mL−1 poly-L-ornithine 

at 4 °C overnight then 1% Geltrex in DMEM/F12 for 1 h at 37 °C in a humidified incubator. 

3.0 × 105 NPCs were seeded on the flat side of the scaffold, allowed to adhere on the substrate 

for 2 h, and cultured in 1 mL of NPM for one day, prior to the same operation on the other side 

of the scaffold. The cells were further differentiated in neural differentiation medium (NDM) 

composed of neurobasal medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with 1% (v/v) N2, 

2% (v/v) B27 minus vitamin A, 20 ng·mL−1 brain-derived neurotrophic factor and 20 ng·mL−1 

glial cell-derived neurotrophic factor (both from Stemcell Technologies), 100 U·mL−1 PS, 1% 

(v/v) minimum essential medium non-essential amino acids (MEM-NEAA, Thermo Fisher 

Scientific), 1 μM dibutyryl cyclic adenosine monophosphate, and 2 μg·mL−1 laminin. NDM 

was fully renewed every other day for 4 weeks, and half the volume was renewed onward. Once 

the neural clusters were spontaneously formed and matured, the scaffold was used for 

electrophysiological measurements with MnEA, after 140 days of differentiation.  
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2.5. hiPSC Differentiation into Cerebral Organoids. Cerebral organoids were derived from 

hiPSCs by following the protocol of M. Lancaster, et al.,15, 66 with a slight modification. Besides 

the non-fluorescent hiPSC line, hiPSCs expressing RFP-conjugated -actin from Sigma-

Aldrich (IPSC1028) were used. hiPSCs were cultured in Essential 8 Medium (E8M, Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) or E8FM. First, dissociated hiPSCs were seeded in an ultra-low attachment 

v-bottom 96-well plate (Greiner Bio-One) at a density of 4∙103 or 6∙103 cells per well in E8M 

with 10 µM ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 (Hello Bio). 24 h later, a half of the medium was replaced 

with E8M without ROCK inhibitor, and EBs were grown for 5 more days with medium changes 

every day in the same manner. On day 6, the EBs were transferred to a 35 mm non-adherent 

dish (Greiner Bio-One) and the medium was switched to neural induction medium (NIMb) 

composed of DMEM/F-12 supplemented with 1% (v/v) N2, 1% (v/v) Glutamax (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific), 1% (v/v) MEM-NEAA, 2 μg·mL−1 heparin, and 100 U∙mL–1 PS, in which cells were 

cultured for 7 days to form neuroepithelium. On day 11, two days before switching to a 

maturation medium, the EBs were either individually embedded in 20 µL Matrigel (Corning), 

or 2% (v/v) Geltrex was added to the medium. On day 13, the medium was switched to 

maturation medium (MMa), composed of a 1:1 mixture of DMEM/F-12 and Neurobasal 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific), supplemented with 0.5% (v/v) N2, 2% (v/v) B27 minus vitamin A 

supplement (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 2.4 - 2.9 µg∙mL-1 insulin, 50 µM 2-mercaptoethanol, 

1% (v/v) Glutamax, 0.5% (v/v) MEM-NEAA, and 100 U·mL−1 PS, in which the EBs were 

cultured for 6 days with the addition of 3 µM CHIR99021 for the first two days. From day 20 

onward, the organoids were cultured in MMb, which was MMa with B27 plus vitamin A 

supplement (Thermo Fisher Scientific) instead of B27 minus vitamin A supplement, and with 

the addition of 12.5 mM N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N-2-ethane sulfonic acid (HEPES, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 400 µM ascorbic acid. The medium was renewed twice per week. 

The timeline of hiPSC differentiation into cerebral organoids is summarized in Figure S2. 
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2.6. MnEA Recording on Neurospheroids and Cerebral Organoids. A 3 cm-diameter glass 

ring was attached to the MnEA with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, RTV 615 kit, Momentive) 

as a reservoir for the culture medium. Prior to use, the MnEA was incubated with 0.01% (w/v) 

poly-L-ornithine solution at room temperature for 1 h, rinsed with isopropanol, and dried under 

UV irradiation for 1 h. The micro-honeycomb support with interconnected neurospheroids, 

after 140d of differentiation, was positioned onto the MnEA and held in place with a PDMS 

ring (see Figure 3A). For cerebral organoids, a 400 µm-thick support with four 2.5 mm-diameter 

wells made of OrmoStamp was attached to the MnEA to hold the organoids. After 60 d of 

differentiation, an organoid was placed in each well, where an array of 12 µ-needle electrodes 

were positioned (see Figure 1A, 4B, and 4D). The medium underneath the organoids was 

carefully aspirated to improve the contact between the organoids and electrodes. A disc of 

gelled Matrigel was gently placed to cover the organoids to press them down against the 

electrodes and fixed further with additional Matrigel by incubating at 37 °C for 25 min. Once 

the micro-honeycomb support or cerebral organoids were placed on the MnEA, 3 mL of NDM 

or MMb, respectively, was added in the glass ring chamber. Extracellular signals were observed 

with a MEA2100-Mini amplification system (Multi Channel Systems) and a sampling rate of 

10 or 40 kHz. The MnEA was inserted into the amplifier head stage and the glass ring chamber 

was closed with a custom PDMS cap to avoid contamination during the measurement. The 

medium bath was grounded with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (3M NaCl, RE-6, BASi) that 

was soaked in 100 U∙mL–1 PS in PBS for 30 min before insertion through a hole in the PDMS 

cap. During the measurement, the headstage of the amplifier system with the MnEA was kept 

at 37 °C in 5 % CO2 atmosphere in a humidified incubator, with the medium being changed 

twice per week. Measurements on cerebral organoids were made also with a commercial 2D 

MEA (60MEA200/30iR-Ti-gr, Multi Channel Systems), where an organoid was placed on the 

2D electrodes with ca. 200 µL of MMb to cover all the electrodes, including the integrated 
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reference electrode. Data was recorded using a bandpass filter between 10 mHz and 4 kHz. The signal analyses were 

performed in MATLAB (MathWorks). Spikes in the trace were detected by setting an amplitude 

threshold Thr as a measure of an estimate of the background noise ξ, Thr = 5∙ ξ, where ξ is the 

median absolute deviation of the signal in unit of V divided by the constant scale factor 0.6745, 

i.e., ξ =  median (|𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙|) 0.6745⁄ . The factor is reciprocal of the quantile function of the 

standard normal distribution at a probability of 75%, i.e., √2𝑒𝑟𝑓−1(0.5) = 0.6745, which 

denotes an estimation of the standard deviation of the data with diminished interference by the 

spikes.67, 68 

2.7. Cryosectioning and Immunofluorescence Staining of Cerebral Organoids. 

The preparation and cryosectioning of the organoids were performed based on literature.69, 70 

After being rinsed with PBS briefly, the organoid was incubated in 1 mL 4% (w/v) 

paraformaldehyde (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in PBS at 4 °C overnight with agitation. The 

organoid was rinsed 3 times in 1 mL PBS for 10 min with agitation at room temperature, prior 

to be soaked in 2 mL of 30% (w/v) sucrose in PBS for 3 d at 4 °C until the organoid sedimented. 

Next, the organoid was placed in an inclusion mold (Simport) and the sucrose solution was 

carefully removed. Subsequently, the mold was filled with Neg-50 frozen section medium 

(Richard-Allan Scientific), immersed gradually in 2-methybutane at -75 °C for 2 min on dry 

ice under a fume hood, and kept at -80 °C until cryosectioning. 

For cryosectioning, the frozen block was removed from the mold and mounted with Neg-50 on 

a sample holder silver disk inside a CM3050S cryostat (Leica Biosystems) at -20 °C for slicing. 

The block was sectioned into 20 µm-thick slices that were transferred on a Superfrost Plus 

microscope slide (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The slide was stored at -80 °C.   

Before immunofluorescence staining, the slide was let at room temperature for 30 min prior to 

rehydrating with PBS for 5 min. After removal of PBS and demarcation with PAP Pen (Kisker 

Biotech) around the organoid slices, the slide was put in a humidified chamber and 
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approximately 200 µL of permeabilization/blocking (PB) solution, composed of 0.1% (v/v) 

Triton X-100 and 3% (w/v) bovine serum albumin in PBS, was placed on the sample and 

incubated for 1 h at room temperature. After removing PB solution, the slide was incubated 

with primary antibodies, anti-Sox2 (Invitrogen, PA1-094X, 1:500 dilution in PB solution) and 

anti-Tau (T9450, 1:500), in the humidified chamber at 4 °C overnight. The slide was then rinsed 

3 times with PBS by 10 min incubation before adding the secondary antibodies, Alexa Fluor 

488 anti-mouse antibody (Invitrogen, A-1101, 1:100) and Alexa Fluor 555 anti-rabbit antibody 

(Invitrogen, A-31572, 1:100), and 2 µg∙mL-1 Hoechst 33342 in PB solution. The slide was 

protected from light and incubated for 1 h at room temperature in the humidified chamber. Next, 

the slide was rinsed 3 times with PBS and dried briefly before being covered with Immu-Mount 

(Epredia) and a cover slide (24∙50 mm2), and sealed with nail polish. The slide was stored at -

20 °C.  

2.8. Imaging. Phase contrast and epifluorescence images were taken with a DMi1 microscope 

equipped with a LC170 camera and a DM IL LED microscope equipped with a K3M camera, 

respectively (Leica Microsystems). An LSM 900 (Zeiss) was employed to obtain confocal 

microscopy images. SEM images were taken by NVision 40 (Zeiss). 

 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 High-aspect Ratio µ-needle Electrode Arrays (MnEAs). We combine inkjet and aerosol-

jet printing to fabricate our MnEAs similarly as shown in our previous work.61 Here, the ink for 

the aerosol-jet printing has been improved by a two-fold increase of the ratio of the conductive 

components (PEDOT:PSS- and MWCNT-phase) to the passivating components (CMC- and 

GOPS-phase) necessary for adhesion and stability in aqueous electrolytes, and by modifying 

the ink solvent to decrease the viscosity of the ink for an improved atomization process. The 

novel ink composition allowed an extended printing duration without clogging the atomizer 
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nozzle and a more precise control of the needle height by modulation of the print duration. The 

overall production of the devices involved three main steps: i) inkjet printing of conductive 

feedlines in commercial PEDOT:PSS and silver nanoparticle-based inks onto a flexible PEN 

substrate, ii) aerosol-jet printing of the µ-needles onto the electrode tips using a custom-made 

PEDOT:PSS-MWCNT composite ink, and iii) inkjet printing of a commercial UV curable 

polyacrylate-based ink as insulation. The layout and a finished MnEA is shown in Figure 1A 

and 1B, respectively. Each chip contained a total of 48 electrodes, arranged in 4 separate areas 

of 12 electrodes each, with a needle pitch of 250 µm in x- and y-direction. A microscope image 

of a MnEA without passivation is shown in Figure 1C. It is worth noted that the pitch of the µ-

needle electrodes can be decreased down to ca. 100 µm, which is limited rather by the width of 

the ink-jet printed traces, while the diameter of a single needle electrode is in the range of 20 

µm. Higher electrode densities could be achieved using different processes for trace patterning, 

such as lithography or laser ablation. 

The inner PEDOT:PSS feedlines at the central chip areas are beneficial for minimizing potential 

cytotoxic effects originating from diffusing silver nanoparticles through the porous µ-needles 

and, due to their transparency, for observation of the cells. To print the µ-needles onto the tips 

of the PEDOT:PSS feedlines, the PEDOT:PSS-MWCNT aerosol stream was focused onto the 

desired position for 120 s, 240 s, or 150/300 s depending on the desired final needle height. 

Figure 1D shows a SEM image of needles fabricated with increasing print durations ranging 

from 60 s to 300 s and demonstrates the control of the needle height in the point-wise printing 

process. A close-up SEM image in Figure 1E verifies the presence of the MWCNTs in the 

deposited structures. The print parameters of the dielectric passivation layer were adjusted so 

that the passivating film was significantly lower than the height of the needles. Therefore, the 

needles protruded through the liquid dielectric layer were not covered. The average diameter 

and height of the uncovered part, i.e., above the passivation layer, of µ-needle electrodes printed 
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with a duration of 240 s was measured to be 19 ± 2 µm and 158 ± 13 µm, respectively (aspect 

ratio of 8.5 ± 1.1, n = 12 electrodes; mean ± standard deviation). In the approximation of a 

cylindrical shape, the surface area and volume of the uncovered µ-needles are calculated to be 

(10 ± 2)∙103 µm² and (44 ± 12)∙103 µm3, respectively. Furthermore, MnEAs were printed with 

alternating needle heights with print durations of 150 s and 300 s, which resulted in uncovered 

needle height of 60 ± 20 µm and 185 ± 26 µm, respectively. The measured dimensions of the 

µ-needle electrodes fabricated with different printing durations and the passivation layer on a 

finished MnEA were illustrated in Figure 1F. 

3.2 Characterization of the µ-needle Electrode Arrays. Conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS-

MWCNT ink was measured on a simplified electrode configuration (Figure S1). The measured 

average conductivity σ was (5.9 ± 3.6) ∙103  S∙m-1 (n = 14), which is significantly higher 

compared to our previous work.61  Next, CV was carried out on a final µ-needle electrode array 

with needles with an average height of 158 ± 13 µm in phosphate-buffered saline electrolyte. 

The cyclic voltammograms were recorded by sweeping the working electrode potential between 

0 V and 0.6 V versus the Ag/AgCl reference electrode with different scan rates of 10, 50, 100, 

and 200 mV∙s-1 for 10 cycles. Figure 2A shows the results of a representative measurement. 

The capacitance C of the µ-needle electrodes was calculated for different scan rates s from the 

measured anodic and cathodic currents ( 𝑖a  and 𝑖c , respectively) with the relation 𝐶 =

(𝑖𝑎 − 𝑖𝑐) 2𝑠⁄  at a working electrode potential of 0.3 V. For higher scan rates (>10 mV∙s-1) the 

porous material exhibited a decreased specific volumetric capacitance for increasing scan rates 

as shown in Figure 2B. The maximum and minimum volumetric capacitance for scan rates of 

10 mV∙s-1 and 200 mV∙s-1 were calculated to be 50 ± 15 F∙cm-3 and 20 ± 5 F∙cm-3 (n = 11 

electrodes, mean ± standard deviation), respectively, which are comparable to results for 

PEDOT:PSS reported in literature.71 The measurements were performed for a total of 12 
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electrodes, while one electrode showed a significantly smaller capacitance by one order of 

magnitude and was therefore considered to be non-functional and excluded from analysis. 

For further characterization of the performance of the µ-needle electrodes, EIS was performed. 

A sine signal of low-amplitude (40 mV peak-to-peak) was applied with a frequency from 1 Hz 

to 1 MHz. The recorded impedance and phase curves (example given in Figure 2C) showed the 

typical response for a combination of several RC elements, as expected for porous composite 

materials with internally distributed contact impedances (Figure 2C). Nineteen out of 21 

electrodes were functional (yield of 90%, 2 electrodes had a significantly higher impedance). 

For testing the long-term stability under cell-culture conditions, the impedance of the electrodes 

at 1 kHz was measured after incubation in salt solution at 37 °C for up to 42 days (d) (Figure 

2D). Initially, the electrodes showed a resistive behavior at 1 kHz (phase angle of 5° ± 4 °) with 

an impedance of 8.1 ± 4.4 kΩ (n = 19, µ-needles with an average height of 158 ± 13 µm). After 

14 d, all 19 of the initially functional electrodes remained functional and the impedance did 

change only slightly to to 7.2 ± 2.0 kΩ (n = 19). 

3.3 MnEA Recording of Neuronal Activity on hiPSC-Derived Neurospheroids. First, the 

MnEAs were applied to the hiPSC-derived interconnected neurospheroids, spontaneously 

formed on the micro-honeycomb substrate. As we reported previously,62 this self-organized 3D 

structure provides an active network of neurons and glia, with inter-neuron synaptic 

connections and signal propagation over the substrate. Before the MnEA measurement, we have 

confirmed the neural activity of a neurospheroid network on another micro-honeycomb 

substrate from the same culture by calcium imaging (data not shown). MnEAs with ca. 185 μm 

and 60 μm-high needles were used for the detection of neuronal activities as extracellular 

signals from the neurospheroids after 140 d of differentiation. As shown in Figure 3A, the 

substrate was integrated onto the MnEA and held in place by a PDMS ring. Due to the mismatch 

between the layout of the electrodes and the micro-honeycomb, µ-needle electrodes either 
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penetrated the gelatin nanofiber layer and made contact with the neurospheroids, became 

broken, or became bent along the substrate and made contact with neurons covering the 

substrate surface (Figure S3). Signals were observed with the amplifier system using a sampling 

rate of 10 kHz and recorded on a maximum of 17 electrodes out of total 48 electrodes on the 

MnEA. The left panel of Figure 3B shows representative time traces of signals detected with 

µ-needle electrodes at different configurations as depicted in Figure 3A. The right panel of 

Figure 3B shows the average spike shapes in the traces with standard deviations (n = 119 (i), 

213 (ii), 245 (iii), and 378 (iv)). In the configuration (i), a long µ-needle electrode from the 

group with an average height of 185 ± 26 µm was penetrating a compartment of micro-

honeycomb substrate and in contact with a neurospheroid. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR, peak 

amplitude/root mean square noise) was measured to be 8.0 ± 0.9 (standard deviation). In the 

second configuration, the long electrode was completely bent as shown in the image (ii) in the 

right panel of Figure 3A. Nonetheless, signals could be detected along the electrode that was in 

contact with the neurons at the bottom of the micro-honeycomb substrate. SNR was measured 

to be 6.7 ± 0.6. Similarly, signals were detected by shorter electrodes from the group with an 

average height of 60 ± 20 µm that were slightly bent and in contact with the neural network at 

the bottom of the substrate (iii), or in contact at its extremity with the neurons on the frame (iv). 

SNRs were measured to be 7.3 ± 0.7 and 7.7 ± 0.8, respectively. As shown in Figure 3B, both 

negative and positive peaks were observed, which we hypothesize is due to different positions 

of neurons, i.e., a perisomatic or a dendritic area, the µ-needle electrode was in contact with as 

described by Obien, et al.72   

The extracellular signals from the 3D neural network were successfully recorded by the MnEA 

confirming the electrophysiological activity of the cells as demonstrated in our previous study 

by calcium imaging,62 as well as the functionality of the MnEA. Unlike the calcium imaging 

that is harmful for cells, MnEA allows us to make long-term activity measurements. Moreover, 
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the robustness of the MnEA against deformation demonstrated here is advantageous when 

targeting a dense tissue. 

3.4. MnEA Recording on hiPSC-Derived Cerebral Organoids.  

Next, a more complex and in vivo-like neural architecture was targeted, which was achieved by 

forming cerebral organoids derived from hiPSCs. Figure 4A shows a photograph of 

representative organoids in culture with a diameter of ca. 3-5 mm. In this case, the MnEA was 

designed to make measurements on 4 organoids, each of them being immobilized on an array 

of 12 µ-needle electrodes (see Figure 1A) and supported by a 400 µm-deep, 2.5 mm-diameter 

well. MnEAs with approx. 158 μm high μ-needles were used for the detection of extracellular 

signals from cerebral organoids. As shown in Figure 4B, 4 organoids were immobilized on the 

MnEA, which was inserted in the headstage of the amplifier system. After being filled with 

medium, the glass ring chamber on the MnEA was sealed with a PDMS lid equipped with an 

Ag/AgCl reference electrode. A bright-field microscopy image of an organoid on the array of 

12 µ-needle electrodes is shown in Figure 4C, where the edge of the well is indicated by a 

yellow arrowhead. To make the µ-needle electrodes penetrate into the organoids, the electrodes 

were dried to maintain their rigidity before the installation of the organoids. Since the organoids 

were highly deformable and fragile, after removal of culture medium around the organoids, 

they were gently pressed against the electrodes simply by the weight of a pre-formed Matrigel, 

and further immobilized by additional Matrigel solution, as depicted in Figure 4D. None of the 

µ-needle electrodes were broken or deformed due to insertion. To visualize the position of the 

organoid on the MnEA, cerebral organoids formed from hiPSCs expressing RFP-conjugated -

actin were set on the MnEA as described above, and observed by confocal microscopy. Figure 

4E shows one of the obtained images focused on the conductive feedlines (center) with cross-

sections across the blue and red lines on the x-y plane (top and right, respectively). The bottom 

of the organoid was successfully visualized, which is indicated with yellow arrowheads in the 
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cross-sectional images. Fluorescence signals were also observed at the surface of the PEN 

substrate, at the same z position as the conductive feedlines. The smallest and largest distance 

between the organoid bottom and the PEN substrate were 62.5 µm and 250.6 µm, respectively. 

The distance between the µ-needle electrode tip and the PEN substrate was deduced to be 218 

± 26 µm, given that the thickness of the passivation layer and the height of the exposed part of 

µ-needle were 60 ± 22 µm and 158 ± 13 µm, respectively. We thus conclude that the cerebral 

organoids were in good contact with several of the µ-needle electrodes. The extracellular 

signals were recorded with the amplifier system using a sampling rate of 40 kHz and a selected 

filter bandwidth of 10 mHz to 4 kHz. The system was kept at 37 °C in 5% CO2 atmosphere in 

a humidified incubator during long-term measurements. Clear signals were obtained from up 

to 2 µ-needle electrodes per organoid. An example time trace and the average spike shape of 

the detected signals (n = 63) are shown in Figure 4F (i), while examples of individual spike 

shapes detected by spike sorting are shown in Figure S4. The signals were obtained from an 

organoid after 77 d of differentiation and had been placed on the MnEA for 13 d before 

recording started. As a comparison, we conducted measurements with a commercial 2D MEA 

on an organoid at day 63. The time trace and the average spike shape (n = 25) are shown in 

Figure 4F (ii). To confirm the successful formation of cerebral organoids, immunofluorescence 

analyses were performed in a separate experiment. As shown in Figure 4G, the organoid after 

78 d of differentiation exhibited a self-organized architecture seen well with DNA staining 

(Hoechst, blue), and the presence of neural progenitors (Sox2, magenta) forming rosette-like 

structures and neurons (Tau, cyan) at the periphery of the organoid.  

As described above, we have successfully obtained extracellular signals from cerebral 

organoids both with the 3D MnEA and with the commercial 2D MEA. While the signals 

recorded with the 2D MEA have similar characteristics of peak heights and widths compared 

to the results with the neurospheroid network, typically temporally broadened signals were 
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recorded by the MnEA. This in part can be due to the difference of the number of neurons in 

contact with the electrodes. The commercial 2D MEA has 30 µm-diameter flat electrodes with 

a 200 µm spacing, whereas the exposed part of the µ-needle electrode of the MnEA with a 

diameter of 19 ± 2 µm and a height of 158 ± 13 µm is entirely conductive, having 51 times 

larger conductive area per electrode than the 2D MEA. We hypothesize that the peaks we 

recorded from the neurospheroid network with the MnEA and from the cerebral organoid with 

the 2D MEA originate from single neurons in contact with the electrode. On the other hand, the 

peaks recorded from the cerebral organoid with the MnEA seem to be superimposed signals 

from multiple sources. Despite the long period of measurements with the MnEA, no 

synchronized activity was observed between different channels. It is also worth noting that the 

neurons tend to localize rather at the surface of the organoids at this stage, as seen in Figure 4G. 

To study the synchrony of neural activities in cerebral organoids, they can be placed on MnEA 

at a later stage to make measurements on more matured organoids and the medium for 

electrophysiological measurements can be optimized. Even though spike-sorting algorithms 

can be used to discern different recordings sites in the 3D culture, further research should be 

directed at developing suitable passivation methods for the production of selective electrode 

openings on the tip or along the shaft of the μ-needle electrodes.73, 74 Locally confined signals 

could be obtained by varying the height and lateral position of the exposed electrodes within 

the array, e.g. using laser ablation. This would enable making selective measurements at 

targeted regions of the 3D architectures in the cerebral organoid.  

With the versatile additive-manufacturing approach shown in this work, the MnEA can be 

tailored for simultaneously targeting specific regions on cerebral organoids or other 3D neural 

network assemblies in future studies. Further, the approach allows the MnEA design to be 

flexibly adapted to various microfluidic devices for a precise control of microenvironment, 
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paving a way towards brain-on-a-chip platforms for high-throughput investigations of 

electrophysiological activity in 3D neural tissues. 

 

Conclusion 

We have fabricated an array of high-aspect-ratio µ-needle electrodes by combining aerosol-jet 

printing of an optimized PEDOT:PSS-MWCNT ink, and inkjet printing of conductive feedlines 

and passivation layers. This µ-needle electrode array (MnEA) was successfully applied for 

electrophysiological signal recordings on two different 3D neural architectures, firstly on 

interconnected neurospheroids spontaneously organized on a micro-honeycomb substrate, and 

secondly on cerebral organoids, which were both differentiated from hiPSCs. The µ-needle 

electrodes were functional for at least 6 weeks under a physiological condition showing their 

applicability for long-term measurements. Furthermore, the high-aspect ratio of the electrodes 

produced via combined inkjet and aerosol-jet printing allows flexible designs and fast 

prototyping, thus opening a new paradigm of 3D microelectrode array development. 
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FIGURES  

 

 

Figure 1. Aerosol-jet and inkjet-printed µ-needle electrode array (MnEA). (A) Layout of the 

MnEA indicating the positions of inkjet-printed silver (gray) and PEDOT:PSS (light blue) 

feedlines and aerosol-jet-printed µ-needle electrodes (yellow). (B) Photograph of a MnEA with 

µ-needles (average height of 158 ± 13 µm) used for the electrochemical measurements. (C) 

Bright-field microscopy image of a MnEA without passivation layer. The shape of µ-needles is 

invisible due to their orientation vertical to the substrate. (D) SEM image of a 4 by 4 grid of µ-

needles printed in different heights with print durations ranging from 60-300 s onto a gold-

covered wafer. (E) Close-up SEM image of MWCNTs at the surface of printed structures. (F) 

Schematic illustration of the measured dimensions of the µ-needle electrodes with different 

printing durations (150, 240, 300 s) and the passivation layer on a MnEA. 
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Figure 2. Electrochemical characterization of µ-needle electrodes. (A) Example cyclic 

voltammograms, i.e., current I plotted against the potential at the working electrode, for a µ-

needle recorded with different scan rates of 10, 50, 100, and 200 mV∙s-1. (B) Specific volumetric 

capacitance C for different scan rates (n = 11, ± standard deviation). (C) Example impedance 

|Z| and phase curves versus the applied frequency f on logarithmic scales. (D) Impedance |Z| at 

1 kHz given after incubation in PBS at 37 °C in a humidified incubator for up to 14 d (n = 19, 

± standard deviation), 21 d (n = 18), and 42 d (n = 17). 
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Figure 3. MnEA recording on hiPSC-derived, interconnected neurospheroids supported by a 

micro-honeycomb substrate. (A) Schematic illustration (left, not reflecting actual dimensions) 

and bright-field microscopy images (right) of the neurospheroids-laden micro-honeycomb 

substrate placed on the MnEA, depicting µ-needle electrodes at different configurations. µ-

needles in the microscopy images are indicated with white arrows. (B) Time traces of signals 

detected with a µ-needle electrode from the group with an average height of 185 ± 26 µm 

penetrating a micro-honeycomb compartment (i), a bent µ-needle electrode from the group with 

an average height of 185 ± 26 µm (ii), a slightly bent µ-needle electrode from the group with 

an average height of 60 ± 20 µm (iii), and a µ-needle electrode from the group with an average 
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height of 60 ± 20 µm (iv) (left). Average shapes of the recorded spikes in the traces ± standard 

deviations (n = 119 (i), 213 (ii), 245 (iii), and 378 (iv), right). SNRs are 8.0 ± 0.9 (i), 6.7 ± 0.6 

(ii), 7.3 ± 0.7 (iii), and 7.7 ± 0.8 (iv).  
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Figure 4. MnEA recording on hiPSC-derived cerebral organoids. (A) Photograph of cerebral 

organoids in culture before being installed on a MnEA. (B) Photograph of the experimental 

setup. Four organoids were immobilized in 4 wells on the MnEA, which was inserted in the 

headstage of the amplifier system. After being filled with medium, the glass ring chamber on 

the MnEA was sealed with a PDMS lid equipped with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. (C) 

Bright-field microscopy image of an organoid on the array of 12 µ-needle electrodes. The edge 

of the well is indicated by a yellow arrowhead. (D) Schematic illustration depicting an organoid 
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placed in a well with 12 µ-needle electrodes on a MnEA. The scheme does not reflect actual 

dimensions. (E) Confocal microscopy image of an organoid derived from hiPSCs expressing 

RFP-conjugated -actin placed on an array of 12 µ-needle electrodes on a MnEA. Top and right 

panel shows the cross-sectional image along the blue and the red line in the image in an x-y 

plane, respectively. The bottom of the organoid is indicated with yellow arrowheads. (F) Time 

traces of signals detected via a MnEA with µ-needle electrodes (average height of 158 ± 13 µm) 

from an organoid at day 77 (i), and via a commercial 2D MEA from an organoid an organoid 

at day 63 (ii) (left). Average shapes of the recorded spikes in the traces ± standard deviations 

(n = 63 (i), 25 (ii), right). SNRs are 8.5 ± 1.9 (i) and 7.7 ± 0.8 (ii). (G) Epifluorescence 

microscopy images of the immunofluorescence (Sox2, magenta; Tau, cyan) and Hoechst (blue) 

in a 20-µm thick section of a cerebral organoid after 78 d of differentiation.  
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Figure S1. Example electrodes used to measure the conductivity of the improved PEDOT:PSS-

MWCNT ink. 

 

 

 

 

Figure S2. Timeline of the hiPSC differentiation into cerebral organoids. 

 

 

 

Figure S3. Bright field microscopy image of one of the central electrode areas on an MnEA 

with an integrated micro-honeycomb substrate with neurospheroids. 
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Figure S4. Clusters of individual peak shapes recorded in the measurements on cerebral 

organoids. The graphs were obtained after applying a bandpass filter between 50 Hz and 4 kHz. 

Subsequent to spike detection, features were extracted using principal component analysis. The 

feature vectors were clustered in four groups representing similar features. The analysis was 

conducted using Matlab. 

 

 

 


